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NEW YORK, NY—Today, Tiffany & Co. announces that it has acquired a rough Fancy Vivid
Yellow diamond of over 71 total carats, yielding two yellow diamonds of over 15 and 20
carats each. Tiffany & Co. artisans cut each in the highly coveted classic emerald shape.
Sourced in Canada, the diamond represents Tiffany’s relentless pursuit of the most
exceptional gemstones that the world has to offer.

“As the world’s authority on rare gems, we are excited to announce our recent acquisition of
the 71-carat yellow diamond, which represents Tiffany’s heritage of acquiring the most
coveted gems on earth,” said Victoria Wirth Reynolds, Chief Gemologist, Tiffany & Co.
“Impressive for its color and size, our artisans handcrafted this rough stone into two gems
of unparalleled vivid yellow color and brilliance—transforming nature’s miracles through
the of exceptional skill of Tiffany craftsmanship.”

As the largest rough Fancy Vivid Yellow diamond ever discovered in Canada, weighing over
71 carats, the remarkable rough gem was sustainably sourced from the Ekati Mine in the
Northwest Territories of the region. It is considered a miracle of nature and is extremely
rare due to its highly saturated vivid yellow hue and showcased a near-perfect octahedral
shape.

The House will debut both yellow diamonds in October.

About Tiffany & Co.

Tiffany & Co., founded in New York City in 1837 by Charles Lewis Tiffany, is a global luxury
jeweler synonymous with elegance, innovative design, fine craftsmanship and creative
excellence.

With more than 300 retail stores worldwide and a workforce of more than 14,000
employees,
Tiffany & Co. and its subsidiaries design, manufacture and market jewelry, watches and
luxury accessories. Over 3,000 skilled artisans cut Tiffany diamonds and craft jewelry in the
Company’s own workshops, realizing the brand’s commitment to superlative quality. 

Tiffany & Co. has a long-standing commitment to conducting its business responsibly,
sustaining the natural environment, prioritizing diversity, equity and inclusion, and
positively impacting the communities in which it operates. To learn more about Tiffany &
Co. and its commitment to sustainability, please visit tiffany.com.
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